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a book that covers many top topics for exam purposes is the brs topic book of ophthalmology. i found this book to be comprehensive in coverage, with a good mix of theory and practical chapter sections. the pictures are very good in this book too. many books on pathology are short. but this book seems
to be the most comprehensive. it has good theory and practical cases, with very good pictures. the book explains topics very well with good definitions. the only downside is that the book is very expensive i find that discussing and explaining topics with the discussion is better than telling you the exact

word of the topic. asking a question of whether you have learnt the concepts you have learnt or how you learnt this topic is also a good option. also, check out the latest exams to see if the concepts are still the same and what the changes are. the usmle step 2 books cover a huge number of topics,
especially pathogenesis-based questions. the theories, pathogeneses, drugs, toxins, etc. sections are fairly accurate, but the articles wouldnt be as useful for those who are trying to solve the exam questions directly the usmle book of ophthalmology covers topics related to the biophysics and geometry of

the eye. what it doesnt cover is limited though. if you are trying to solve biophysics-related questions, go for pearson's biophysics book (or the high-yield biophysics book which i forgot the link for). boards & beyond provides an online virtual curriculum to supplement your coursework and provide a
comprehensive review for the usmle step 1 exam all in one place! instead of buzzwords or mnemonics, we emphasize understanding of the basic and clinical sciences, so that the students can study more effectively and build a foundation to succeed in medical school, on step 1, and beyond.
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